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INTRODUCTION

Canterbury wetlands - every wetland counts

Since European settlement in the mid-19th century, wetlands across New Zealand have been drained
for urban and rural development. In Canterbury, it appears we have lost up to 90 per cent of our
freshwater and natural wetlands and half of our coastal wetlands.

Most of Canterbury’s remaining wetlands are coastal or in the foothills, high country, or margins of
rivers. We might drive past a piece of scraggly-looking vegetation without realising it is a small remnant
of a former, much larger wetland.

While we now recognise wetland values and how vital they are to maintaining waterways and
biological riches, our remaining wetlands continue to be threatened by human activities and invasive
pest species. Experience shows it is easier to work with nature to protect and restore our remaining
wetlands and remnants rather than starting from scratch.

Managing Wetlands as Farm Assets is a project led by NZ Landcare Trust, working with project partners
including Environment Canterbury, NZ Deer Farmers Association, Deer Industry New Zealand, NZ
Merino, DairyNZ and Overseer, with support from Federated Farmers and Fonterra. In addition to
partner funding, this project receives funding from Sustainable Food and Fibre Futures administered by
the Ministry of Primary Industries.

This practical project is working with a cross-section of farmers to provide advice and share knowledge
about the benefits wetlands offer the farming system and the wider community.

Fourteen wetland case study demonstration sites have been set up, focusing on the protection and
restoration of wetlands. The demonstration sites cover a range of wetlands across the different farming
systems and varying ecological zones of Canterbury. Three constructed wetland types are also included.
The project runs until mid-2023.

See here for more about the Case study demonstration sites.
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ABOUT THE PLAN

This Wetland Restoration Plan has been put together to help landowners and those supporting them to be used

as a reference guide and a useful way of collating the materials and information that a landowner might need

before carrying out any work.

The landowner must account for a number of factors to ensure they are not in breach of any regulations or local

rules prior to any work being carried out in a wetland. In addition, wetland restoration requires an understanding

of the current status of the wetland and the steps that will be taken to restore it. With the protection of mahinga

kai now part of Farm Environment Plans for some Canterbury districts, it is also helpful if farmers understand

why wetlands are regarded as taonga – treasured natural resources. A plan is also an opportunity to include the

wisdom of Mātauranga Māori alongside farming and scientific knowledge.

In addition, wetlands can become a labour of love but require the allocation of resources and an ongoing

commitment to ensure the long-term success of the wetland. We know from experience this requires the

landowner to have a clear set of goals and objectives for the wetland and how it fits into the farm operation, the

whole farm system and the catchment of which they are part.

As with any biological process, it is important to be aware of changes and interactions in the wetland and

surrounding area and, where necessary, adapt our management to continue to support the restoration of the

wetland. Whilst the plan is accurate as at the date on the cover, observation and regular monitoring should be

included when the plan is reviewed on a 5 or 10-yearly basis.

KEY ACTIONS

At a high level, these are the priority actions for this wetland. Refer to the plan for more detail.

1. Erect stock-proof fence around wetland area

2. Raise water level in wetland and test current sediment and N levels

3. Carry out study to identify current plant species in wetland

4. Plant appropriate plants to supplement existing plants

5. Ongoing observation and maintenance the wetland area
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WETLAND RESTORATION/MANAGEMENT

SITE DETAILS

Landowner & Occupier

Andrew and Charlotte Rutherford

Primary contact

Name: Andrew Rutherford

Phone: 021505806, 033142070

Email: amjrutherford@gmail.com

Address: Virginia Road

Location

Location details: 254 Double Tops Road. The water eventually makes its way through to Waipara River via

Tommy’s Stream.

Ashley ED

Canterbury Foothills ER

Coordinates: 55.01

Ecological District:

Ecological Region:

Wetland dimensions

1840m2, 120m x 30m. Wetland identified in Ecan “Canterbury Wetlands” map layer.

Special designation

None.
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SITE MAP
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SITE DESCRIPTION

General description

Primary hydrosystem: Palustrine

Secondary hydrosystem: Riverine

Primary wetland class: Seepage

Secondary wetland class: Swamp

Primary structural class: rushland/grassland

Topography

Description: Wetland Form: Riparian and floodplain. Runs from north to south.

Layers of accumulated alluvial gravels are interspersed with layers of silt

Soils: The soils are mineral with some buried peaty lenses.

Current Vegetation

Description: Bog rush (Schoenus pauciflorus), Epilobium sp. are the more interesting plant species in the

section to the north of the culvert. Carex sinclairii, rushes (Juncus spp.) and purei (Carex secta) in the lower

section. There are also a number of native species on the face of the terrace scarp that runs along the true left

of the stream. This plant community is often referred to as grey scrub and is dominated by matagouri

(Tumatakuru – Discaria toumatou), other species of interest within this remnant include an un-named

indigenous Senecio that appears to be endemic to north Canterbury.

Special Features

Description: None in the wetland. Some tūmatakuru (matagouri/Discaria toumatou – At Risk - Declining) in
surrounding plant community.

Nearby Natural Areas

Description: A QEII covenant is registered against a wetland elsewhere on the property.

Wildlife

Description: A kingfisher was observed at the site in September 2022.
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Site history

Description: Likely burnt over historically. Part of the site was under crack willow canopy until recently. The

willow forest that was present was both accumulating deep sediments and stabilising these sediments.

Following removal, flooding has resulted in the stream cutting down into these sediments, leaving areas that

were wet (as evidenced by visible soil profiles and remnant vegetation) now dry.

Description of water flow and drainage

The primary water source is surface water, with additional contributions from springs/seepages at the toe of

the adjacent hills and terrace scarp.

Reference wetland

QEII covenant 1600m to the west. This wetland is dominated by harakeke with emergent tī kouka/cabbage tree

and scattered purei (Carex secta) and herbs.

Current condition

Description: The upper section is of reduced diversity but still retains several native species characteristic of

seepages. The lower section is dominated by rushes, with a handful of other native species represented by just

one or two individuals. The lower section has lost much of the hydrological connection to the adjacent stream.

ENHANCEMENT PROPOSAL — WHAT YOU PLAN TO DO
Vision

To support nature and allow nature to return this wetland area to an area we can be proud of.

We’ve fenced the area which has made it much easier to move stock around, plus we’ve been busy planting

locally sourced plants to supplement those already there.

Objective(s)/steps towards the vision

Old willows have been removed and the area has been fenced to keep stock out. We plan to slow down the

water leaving the wetland area by reducing the size of the outlet and monitoring to see what happens to the

water level.

Plant ID of existing plants will help us make sure we’re bringing in the right plants to supplement those already

growing in the wetland.
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Water source/management

Due to recent incising of the waterway, there will be benefit gained from adding some minor obstructions to

the stream invert in order to re-flood the area.

Silting/silt management

This site has excellent buffers to the adjacent pastoral land use. The greatest risk of sedimentation is from the

road that traverses the western edge of the site. The actions outlined here pose no significant risk of sediment

discharge. Sedimentation of the waterway can be minimised by directing any road runoff to the flat dry parts

of the site. Grass buffer strips inside the fenced area will help.

Fencing

Fence setback will be significant where possible. There is a section that will have a fence closer than ideal, but

this is unavoidable as a culvert and the track are necessarily close.

Weeds

Gorse can be controlled as it arises, and before it can flower by spot spraying or by cutting and painting the
stump with glyphosate gel. Willows (mostly crack willow (S. x fragilis), but grey willow (Salix cinerea) may also
arrive) can be controlled in a similar way, however, all material cut down should be removed from the wetland
area.

TOTAL COST OF PROJECT

Funding source

Wetlands as Farm Assets project will be providing a portion of the funding (%), and the landowner will be

providing the balance (%).
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LEGAL/SOCIAL ISSUES

Consent requirements (Creation of open water will generally require earthworks consents. Check with
Canterbury Regional Council and your local council if any other consents will be required in connection with
blocking drains, diverting water and use of herbicide. You also need permits to release live fish or any other
living organism into a waterway or waterbody from the Department of Conservation, Fish & Game Council,
and/or the Ministry for Primary Industries – Fisheries).

Actions proposed here, such as damming to restore the wetland, are permitted activities under the Land and

Water Regional Plan.

Neighbour issues

N/A

MONITORING — MEASURE YOUR SUCCESS

Monitoring methods (indicate using techniques below or alternative techniques)

Photopoints

Set up of photo points will be completed once the new fence is completed. See appendices for current photo

point details.

Regeneration

Vegetation map and wetland condition index score will be completed in summer 2022/2023.

Other

Water quality testing. Tests will be carried out to identify current/base  levels of sediment and nitrogen
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Photos / Notes
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TABLE OF ACTIONS

Value Issue / Threat Solution Action Timing
Person
Responsible

Project
Contribution

Farmer

Contribution

1.1 Landscape
value / natural
character

Wetland on drained
swamp with few native
plant species present.
Risk of willow and other
woody weed invasion
from upstream in the
catchment.

Return water to the wetland.
Maintain willow-free status.
Remove gorse upstream in
the catchment and control all
new seedlings before
flowering. Ongoing control.

Monitor for willow
recruitment and control as
required. Ground control of
gorse by cut and stump
painting. Monitor and
control seedlings by cut
and stump painting or spot
spraying. Check annually.

Ongoing Farmer $0 in kind

1.2 Landscape
value / natural
character -
effective size
and placement
of wetland

Current map indicated the
fenced-off area is only a
small part of the lower
end of the natural
wetland area. Creates a
suboptimal project for
wetland restoration.
Needs to be addressed
before fencing proceeds.

Discuss with farmer:
* potential for wider area to
be fenced or possible
realignment of farm access (
based on cadastral access)

TBA June / July
2022

Project &
Farmer

1.3 Landscape
value / natural
character -
hydrology

Obstruct the channel

through the wetland to

raise the watertable.

Return woody debris to the

stream to slow outflow from

the wetland. Consider use of

several dead willows on site.

Before fencing is put up. Farmer
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Value Issue / Threat Solution Action Timing
Person
Responsible

Project
Contribution

Farmer

Contribution

2.1 Indigenous

wetland plant

community

Careful monitoring and control

of weeds, preferably by cut and

paint method, will maintain

indigenous vegetation and

avoid collateral damage.

Rehydrating the wetland will

allow rhizomatous native

species to flourish.

An annual inspection and

control of scrub weeds and

willows with cut and paste or

careful knapsack-applied

herbicide is recommended.

Spring/Sum

mer - annual

Farmer in kind

2.2 Wetland

vegetation

Pugging and devegetation.

Devegetation often results

in exotic plant species

occupying the disturbed

areas before native species

can.

Exclude all stock.

Refer map for new and existing

fences.

Construct new fence on

agreed line after woody

debris is placed in stream -

refer 1.2 - refer map.

Spring /

summer

2022

Project &

Farmer

$2,500 in kind

Keep fences in good

functional condition.

Monitor for animals within

fenced area and remove

from wetland as required.

Ongoing Farmer

2.3 Planting Paucity of native species in

the wetland.

Enrich plant community with

additional species sourced

on-site - refer appendix.

Support farmers'

propagation efforts.

Ongoing Project $1,900 in kind
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Value Issue / Threat Solution Action Timing
Person
Responsible

Project
Contribution

Farmer

Contribution

Source additional eco-sourced

plants.

FarmerContact local supplier of

eco-sourced plants.

July 2022

Site prep - spot spray 1

metre diameter - glyphosate

and dye - follow-up spray as

required.

Refer planting plan in WRP.

6-8 weeks
before
planting

Planting Spring 2022
/ autumn
2023 -
subject to
outcome of
rewetting
wetland

Maintenance Refer WRP
for timing

3.1 Bird habitat N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

4.1 Buffering

waterway

Sediment and contaminants

from drainage off farm

access track.

Exclude all stock with fencing.

Drainage off the track should

be filtered through buffer of

rank grass, to stop it flowing

directly into wetland.

Fencing line to be discussed

with farmer - refer 1.2

TBA TBA $11,600 TBA
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Value Issue / Threat Solution Action Timing
Person
Responsible

Project
Contribution

Farmer

Contribution

5.1 Monitoring -

water quality

Understanding the value of

the work undertaken and

the impact of the quality of

the water in adjacent

waterway reinforces the

actions taken.

Water testing. Collect water samples in

bottles provided at

designated sites. Send to

Hills Laboratory for analysis.

Data to be uploaded to xx

Andrew & Charlotte to

collect and send for analysis.

Project to pay for testing.

TBC Project $1,000 in kind

5.1 Monitoring -

photo point

Opportunity to understand

changes over time.

Install photo point - see map

for location.

Install photo point and start

taking annual photos.

Maintain photo record for

the wetland - print off and

append to on-farm copy of

WRP.

Ongoing ECan to set

up farmer

for ongoing

action

$0 in kind

6.1 Fish passage N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $0 N/A

Environment Canterbury
contribution $0
SFF Project $ 17000
Landowner contribution $0

Total  $17000
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APPENDICES

ECan Photopoint Monitoring Form
Project Name: Double Tops Wetland

Related CRM File Number:
Related TRIM Folder Number: GRAN/PROG/
Project Location (name and NZMS
Ref E: N:) and access notes

Approximately 2.76kms south of junction of Virginia and
Double Tops Rds.

Date photopoint established: 30/09/2022

Date if photopoint a repeat: N/A

Light conditions (sunny/cloudy?) Cloudy

Camera height and camera
orientation (landscape/portrait)

Landscape
Height not recorded

Fieldworker Name: Jason Butt

Photopoints
ID GPS co-ordinates and

bearings
Marker type (tape, post) and description.

1. Camera point
E1573432
N5199808
190°
Focal point
E1557620
N5244929

Warratah at focal end with a numbered eartag bolted to it.
Camera point is a fence post with a numbered eartag nailed
to it. Approximately 7m between the two markers.

2. Camera point
E1557651
N5244800
125°
Focal point
E1557654
N5244798

Warratah at each end with a numbered eartag bolted to
them. Approximately 3m between the two markers.

3. Camera point
E1557533
N5244848
90°
Focal point
E1557539
N5244646

Warratah at focal end with a numbered eartag bolted to it.
Camera point is a fence post with a numbered eartag nailed
to it. Approximately 6m between the two markers.
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Sketch of Location and Photopoint Sites – identify key features to assist in

future location and direction of photos taken

Sketch here or insert annotated map etc…
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Equipment checklist for Photo point monitoring

Maps

Close-up, detailed topo map to show photo point locations

Aerial photographs (optional)

Photo identification labels

Data sheets

Photo Point Monitoring Record

Photo Point Site Description and Location

Clipboard

Camera

Camera tripod

Stakes (2 for each photo point), 3 to 4 feet high

Hammer or post driver

One-meter board

Measuring tape

GPS (optional if landmarks obvious/on map)
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RESOURCES and REFERENCING

Link addresses may change from time to time

Wetland Restoration Handbook, Monica Peters and Beverley Clarkson, 2010
https://www.landcareresearch.co.nz/publications/books/wetlands-handbook

Canterbury Maps
https://mapviewer.canterburymaps.govt.nz/

Living Streams Handbook Part 3: Planting and Maintenance – Environment Canterbury, 2017

(updated)

Native Forest Restoration – A Practical Guide, Tim Porteous, 1993
https://qeiinationaltrust.org.nz/publications-and-resources/guides-and-handbooks/

Ecosourcing Code of Practice and Ethics, Chris Ferkins, Waitakere City Council, 2005 (Ecan policy

to come)

Wetland Types in New Zealand – Peter Johnson and Phillipe Gerbeaux, 2004
https://www.doc.govt.nz/documents/science-and-technical/WetlandsBW.pdf

Environment Canterbury Biodiversity Officer

National Wetland Trust
https://www.wetlandtrust.org.nz/

Mana Whenua (Runānga)

Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF)

Inaturalist
https://inaturalist.nz/home

NZPCN
http://www.nzpcn.org.nz/

New Zealand Birds Online
http://nzbirdsonline.org.nz/

Queen Elizabeth II National Trust
https://qeiinationaltrust.org.nz/

Canterbury Botanical Society
http://canterburybotanicalsociety.org.nz/

The Weed Control Handbook, Weedbusters, 2011

Weedbusters
https://www.weedbusters.org.nz/
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